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CHEF’S CORNER
Preparing meals has never been more convenient or enjoyable than in this well-equipped, brightly lit kitchen. Stainless steel appliances 
mesh beautifully with a white and gray background, white island table, and even a cushy seating nook. Pure white cabinets with a shaker 
style spark attention. “We took the cabinets to the ceiling and added glass doors with lighting for effect,” Manchego explains. Modern, 
streamlined barstools are by Interlude; the backsplash tile is an iridescent glass by Lunada Bay. Accents like the artwork that bring 
blues into the kitchen are another feature that makes the room unique and colorful, while a wine-tasting area with two chairs offers an 
intimate setting to snuggle up in with a glass of Chardonnay. Lincoln white countertops are by Pompei; distinctive lighting is designed 
by Hinkley. Beyond, a spectacular lanai, complete with inviting pool and fireplace, awaits.
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BON APPETIT!
Stylish seating for six elevates casual family meals to a stately occasion. A modern, streamlined chandelier—an LED glass lobe cluster by 
Kuzco Lighting—illuminates a unique organic-wood tabletop. To make the most of the smaller space, Hall placed a built-in dining buffet 
with ample storage against the wall. “The client loves wine, so they wanted to display their collection and we felt that peg mounting 
them on the wall made them a part of the art in this room,” Hall says. “We used the same stacked stone as the fireplace in the living 
room.” The center of the back wall showcases a backlit panel of wood that holds very special artwork in a lucite shadow box style. The 
wood floor throughout is Giuseppina wide-plank oak by Legno Bastone. A stunning canvas of blues, grays, and beiges on the far wall 
reinforces the familiar color palette; chrome accents are carried over from the great room.


